Getting
to know
Who is LocknCharge?
LocknCharge is a company dedicated to the design, manufacture
and functionality of the highest quality security, charging and
transport solutions for mobile device deployments. With over a
million devices protected in LocknCharge solutions throughout
20+ countries across the globe, we make our customers’ lives
easier by developing charging solutions with scalable and
modular designs that take workflow into consideration.

Despite the high-levels of attention mobile device deployment
programs receive, many project sponsors haven’t considered
the logistical challenges behind a deployment. All of our mobile
device Charging Stations are designed to store, charge and secure
mobile device investments that will enable communication and
help drive productivity–ultimately making a positive contribution
to your bottom line.
Our charging solutions are designed and developed with
extreme consideration for the end user. We listen to the needs

Why Choose LocknCharge?

of our customers and design products to solve pain points

Many organizations are investing in mobile device technology

new-to-market features not offered by our competitors: high-

to reduce operational costs, increase customer satisfaction and

quality components, LED lights, ultra mobile designs, a back-end

increase efficiencies for cumbersome and manual administrative

management portal, compact solutions, lifetime warranties

tasks. LocknCharge allows organizations to reach their goals by

and much more. We take great pride in our excellent customer

ensuring that devices are always charged, accessible and ready

service, always putting the customer first. Our customers are our

to be used. Whether your business or school is deploying 5 or

partners–and by working hand-in-hand, we’re able to provide

100,000 mobile devices, LocknCharge offers products and support

the best solution for each customer’s unique needs.

to integrate mobile technology seamlessly into workflow.

It just makes life easier.

specific to their needs. Because of this, our products boast

The Importance of Centralized,
Secure Mobile Device Charging
Protect Data

Decrease Costs

Nearly half of data breaches
are caused by lost or stolen
devices. Lost devices can cost
your business thousands of
dollars in crippling fines.

Improve
Communication

Companies spend $1,800 per
employee on mobile devices. By
using a secure charging station, you
can minimize per-employee device
costs. Fewer lost or stolen devices
helps to keep your budget on track.

Many mobile device initiatives
begin with the goal of
improving communication.
Uncharged or missing devices
can lead to slower employee
adoption of new processes,
moving you further from the
intended goal.

Increase Efficiency

Convert More Sales
Misplaced devices lead to lost
productivity and fewer sales.
Using a secure, centralized
charging station ensures that your
devices are charged, accessible
and ready to use at all times.

Increase Customer
Satisfaction

Save time, save money.
LocknCharge products create a
centralized point of secure charing
so employees always know where
to find a fully-charged device.

The use of mobile devices can offer
customers an improved experience
during their interaction with your
business or brand–increasing your
customer satisfaction scores.

Product features that just make life easier.
Extremely Durable & Lifetime Warranty1. Organizations make
a considerable investment in mobile devices–which is why we
stand behind our products with a lifetime warranty. Choosing a
LocknCharge product is an economical decision as you won’t be
replacing your charging unit in the future.

Proprietary Power Management. With ECO Safe Charge™, devices
will not become over charged–increasing the longevity of their
batteries. Set the ECO Timer to turn off power after a set amount
of time. You’ll see a reduction in energy consumption, carbon
emissions and energy bills.

Highly Secure. All of our Charging Carts and Stations include a
heavy duty lock, and nearly all of our products feature welded steel
construction.

Designed with Space in Mind. Our charging solutions make the
most of their compact sizes. Several of our Carts feature a top-sliding
lid that duals as a work surface, and many of our compact Charging
Stations are wall or desk mountable to keep floor space open.

Simple Setup. Easy setup and cabling of our Charging Carts and
Stations streamlines the charging process.

www.lockncharge.com
info@lockncharge.com
Visit www.lockncharge.com for warranty details.
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